however. In particular, the other two codes solve the internal energy equation whereas we solve the total energy equation (While analytically these equations are equivalent, the tests that we describe below show that, numerically, the solution of the total energy equation is more accurate. Furthermore our grid equation while similar to Dorfi's uses a mass density rather than a radius density. A comparison of the three codes on a few standard stellar models would be desirable.
Our strategy in developing an adaptive code has been very conservative. Because of the success of the Stellingwerf-Fraley scheme we have decided to build an adaptive code on top of this Lagrangean scheme. By putting the mass and total energy equations in conservative form, and by properly defining the fluxes, we can write the adaptive scheme so that, globally, mass and total energy conservation are preserved. These constraints are essential for the stellar pulsation problem (cf. Buchler 1990 ; see also the tests below). Indeed, an examination of the energetics shows the pulsation to be rather delicate. The pulsation kinetic energy (≈ 8 × 10 42 erg) is generally very small compared to both the gravitational energy (≈ 8 × 10 47 erg) and the internal energy (≈ 4 × 10 47 erg) which have opposite signs (from the virial theorem 2K + G ≈ 0). In addition, in the nonadiabatic case, the growth-rates are often small, i.e. it takes many pulsations to build up to the saturation amplitude. In contrast, the heat that flows through the stellar envelope in one pulsation (≈ 2 × 10 43 erg) is very large (The indicated numerical values are for a typical classical Cepheid). The coupling of the pulsation to the heat-flux thus plays a very important role in the pulsations. It determines both the linear vibrational stability or instability and the saturation amplitude. Needless to say, it therefore requires an accurate difference scheme. One of the important checks is that in the linear regime the growth-rates obtained from the numerical hydrodynamics agree with those obtained from a linear stability of the normal modes of oscillation.
The prescription for converting to an adaptive mesh is well known (e.g. Winkler, Norman & Mihalas 1984) . Three velocities appear, namely u, the physical velocity of the fluid with respect to a spatially fixed reference frame (here, the equilibrium stellar model), u grid , the velocity of the mesh points with respect to the same reference frame and u rel = u − u grid the fluid velocity relative to the mesh.
The adaptive mesh hydrodynamic equations, in their usual notation, are given by 
where δ denotes the temporal change of a variable or expression and ∆ the spatial variation. We treat the radiative flux in the diffusion approximation as we have done in the past with the Lagrangean code.
These equations have to be completed with a mesh equation which specifies how the mesh points are linked to the fluid. There is of course no universal prescription for a mesh equation, and we have adopted a variant of Dorfi & Drury (1987) which we shall describe in detail below.
In a separate paper we will relax the equilibrium diffusion approximation and add separate radiation equations.
The Code
Fraley's scheme is a staggered Lagrangean scheme in which the basic radii, velocities are defined at the cell edges (i), and the density and thermodynamic variables are defined at the cell centers (i + 1 2 ) as shown in Figure 1 .
Following common notation, each variable y n i is assigned a spatial subscript i (or i + 1 2 ) and a temporal superscript n. Intermediate temporal values of the independent variables are defined with weights θ y .
The superscript (n + 1 2
) on a function of independent variables, e.g. the area A Our 3 rd equation is for the total energy (i.e. the sum of the internal, gravitational and kinetic energies) rather than for the internal energy alone as in Fraley's scheme. However, Fraley's scheme is such as to actually conserve the global total energy exactly. Therefore our differencing reduces to Fraley's, to within numerical round-off errors when the grid motion is Lagrangean (u rel = 0).
Continuity equation
With the usual definitions
the continuity equation takes on the form
where F n+ 1 2 M,i is the mass flux through the zone boundary during the timestep δt.
There are many different ways of specifying the flux. We have chosen the second order scheme of van Leer (1979) experimented with higher schemes, e.g. PPM; such schemes are much more cumbersome and expensive to implement, but are not expected to increase the accuracy in the shocks and ionization fronts which are already well resolved, although they might increase the accuracy elsewhere). In the following, the donor cell scheme is used only for the purposes of comparison.
with the switch S and dρ are defined as
For the purpose of comparison only we also use the less accurate first order upwind scheme (donor cell):
Momentum Equation
Again with the usual definition
the two momentum source terms are differenced as
In the Fraley scheme global energy conservation is possible through the introduction of special averages. We therefore introduce the same averages in order to preserve this conservation in the Lagrangean limit
1 
Finally the momentum equation becomes
There are different ways of introducing δM i . Algebraically it is equal to F 
Total energy equation
A small complication arises because in Fraley's staggered scheme the internal energies are most naturally defined in the cell centers, but the kinetic and gravitational energies are defined at the cell boundaries. We therefore define the cell's total energy as being its internal energy plus one half of the combined kinetic and gravitational energies of its edges.
In accordance with Fraley's scheme we define the 'pressure-work' 
The total energy equation is
Note that the equation is written in full conservation form as a set of spatial differences, ∆. We define the relative energy flux again in the van Leer's fashion. Care has to be taken to center the corresponding fluxes correctly i.e. consistently with Eq. 27. First we calculate the advection terms of the kinetic energy at the cell centers, then calculate the spatial average at the cell boundaries where the internal energy flux is naturally defined. Other kinds of averaging, such as first calculating the the total energy density at cell centers and then advecting this quantity by δM 
The luminosity L is taken here in the radiation equilibrium diffusion approximation
We generally use the difference form suggested by Stellingwerf (1974) which averages T 4 /κ, but keep the option of using Stobie's (1969) average of the opacity.
Finally a word about time-centering. Fraley's scheme is stable for θ ≥ 1 2
. It is therefore tempting to increase the stability of the code by making all θ > 0.5. However, in order to globally ensure total energy conservation in the Lagrangean limit, it is necessary to use θ u = 1 2 for r6.tex; 1/02/2008; 4:57; p.7 the velocity (Fraley 1968) . Furthermore, decentering the pressure in Eqs. (16) and (29) leads to improper mode growth or decay. In fact, it can be shown that even in the adiabatic limit the linear eigenvalues incorrectly become complex (Kovács, private communication) ; it is therefore important to set θ p = 1 2 as well. Following Stellingwerf and our past experience we use θ = 2 3 for the luminous flux L which has a small effect on the global results, except that is numerically stabilizing and reduces jitter. (Aside from the special Fraley averages A and 1/R 2 the luminosity L is therefore the only function that is not centered in time).
In some calculations, for test purposes only, we replace the the total energy difference equations (30) by the appropriate internal energy difference equations, viz. as defined in Eq. 32. We note that this internal energy equation is also the equation solved by Gehmeyr and by Dorfi et al. (loc. cit.) . We note in anticipation that the performance of the code greatly deteriorates when this substitution is made.
Pseudo-Viscosity
Finally a word about pseudo-viscosity. Our pressure everywhere includes a von Neumann-Richtmyer (vNR) viscosity with a Stellingwerf cut-off parameter α q , involving the local sound velocity c, of the form
In the case where spherical geometric effects are important this expression is advantageously replaced by the form suggested by Whalen (cf. Buchler & Whalen 1990, Eqs. 9-10) .
It may seem strange to still use pseudo-viscosity when the applied mathematical literature abounds in 'better' ways of treating shocks (e.g. Buchler 1990 ). First, we note that the use of flux limiters and Riemann solvers (e.g. Roe in Buchler 1990 ) assumes that the hydrodynamics equations are written in a very specific 'conservative' form which is not the case in our scheme, because of our desire to preserve the good features of the Fraley scheme. Eqs. 1-6 show that in a Lagrangean or near Lagrangean situation all but the 'pressure-work' flux and the radiative fluxes disappear and that the code would be unstable in the absence of pseudo-viscosity. Since, during the pulsation, parts of the mesh can indeed behave in a manner close to Lagrangean the possibility of such instability is not desirable. In our 'defense' we also note that when the grid motion redistributes mesh points into the shock, the effects of the pseudo-viscosity are largely reduced.
The Mesh Equation
Within constraints of stability, and ultimately accuracy, the choice of the mesh motion is to a large extent an art. On one extreme are the Eulerian and Lagrangean descriptions with a 'rigid' mesh, with u grid =constant and u rel = 0, respectively, and on the other the mesh motions which follow the dynamics so rapidly and faithfully that the physical quantities are largely constant. A good mesh-function clearly lies in between.
We have had good experience with Lagrangean meshes in which the outer zones, say up to hydrogen ionization (≈ 11,000 K) were equally spaced and the mesh size then increased geometrically inward. In the spirit of our conservative approach we therefore want to stay as close as possible to this type of mesh both in the static model and in the hydrocode. We want to use the adaptive features primarily, first, to resolve the partial hydrogen ionization during the pulsation, and second, to resolve shocks better than is possible with a standard Lagrangean mesh.
For these reasons we adopt a mesh density defined in terms of the mass, rather than the radius, viz.
but for tests we keep the option of using the radius in the mesh density (i.e. n i+ 1
is a mass scale (or length scale). In the case of periodic pulsators our methodology will be to use first the fast Lagrangean Stellingwerf code to obtain the limit cycles and then to switch over to an adaptive mesh with a minimum of transients. For this reason we use the cell masses ∆M and really has a meaning only relative to the values of the grid density at different zones; in other words, generally the value of the grid density has nothing to do with the grid resolution.
Otherwise we adopt the mesh diffusion (parameter α) and relaxation time (τ ) of Dorfi & Drury (1987) :
For the structure function which gives the necessary grid resolution we have found it convenient to use the following function:
where the scale factor
is introduced to give an upper limit to the grid density, viz. 1/s. Without the fourth order term in the denominator the grid density could increase unlimitedly causing numerical problems at velocity discontinuities: The artificial viscosity (Eq. 38) puts a constant number of grid points in the shock region, a number that is governed by the parameter C q . This leads to constant velocity difference ∆u independently of the current grid density. If then the ∆f
term in Eq. 42 is dominated by ∆u, the larger value of grid density generates a larger value of Z i+ 1 2 and causes another increase of n. This positive feedback is stopped by the upper limit of grid density.
Generally we introduce two terms in the sum (42), viz.
Here the quantity u o represents the velocity scale of the problem which can be mesh and time dependent. The f (1) function serves the purpose of placing meshpoints in the regions of rapidly varying temperature, such as in the partial hydrogen ionization region which has a very sharp temperature variation, particularly in classical Cepheids. The f (2) function acts only when strong velocity gradients are present and its obvious purpose is to resolve shocks. With these preambles the mesh equation finally is
The specification of our mesh function is incomplete without boundary conditions. First we impose that the mesh be Lagrangean in the first few inner zones and in the last few zones. Second, following Dorfi & Drury (1987) we impose that n i− 1 2 = n i+ 1 2 at both Lagrange-adaptive interfaces.
With our definition of the grid density (n i+ 1
) the grid motion is Lagrangean when β k = 0 because Z i+ 1 2 = 1 and ∆M i+ 1 2 remains constant. In other words the mesh equation is always satisfied when the β k parameters are set to zero and the mass distribution is given by the initial Lagrangean model (Z i+ 1 2 = n i+ 1 2 = 1). By a gradual increase of the β k it is possible to evolve the Lagrange grid into the adaptive one (cf. also §3.3).
For test purposes we have also experimented with the radius differences in the grid density with
In that case the β k = 0 condition gives a simplified grid equation:
=constant, which defines a quasi Eulerian grid motion. Since several zones at the top and the bottom of the model are Lagrangean, the grid motion of these special zones are given by the fluid motion: R n gr,L = R n L . With these boundary conditions the solution of the simplified grid equation becomes
where R L 1 and R L 2 are the radius variations of the two Lagrangean zones bracketing the quasi Eulerian grid.
Tests
As performance tests for the code we have chosen the challenging Noh spherical shock problem (Noh 1987 ) and Sedov's (1959) point explosion problem. Analytical solutions exist in both cases. A perfect gas equation of state with (γ = 5/3) has been used for these tests. We will also present calculations for Cepheid model pulsations with a realistic equation of state and opacities to show the application of the code to stellar oscillations. 
Spherical Noh Problem
The initial conditions for the Noh problem are uniform velocity (u j =-1) and density (ρ j =1) with zero pressure and temperature. The shock generated at the center of the sphere moves outward with a constant speed (v=1/3). The density has a flat profile behind the shock with ρ=64 at all times.
r6.tex; 1/02/2008; 4:57; p.12 Figure 4 . Spherical Noh problem. The internal energy eq. is solved instead of the total energy eq.; vNR viscosity
For the numerical solution we have used a mesh with 50 zones initially spaced with equal ∆R. Since the spherical geometric effects are important we have also used the tensor artificial viscosity for these calculations (For a comparison of different treatments of artificial viscosity in Lagrangean calculations see Buchler and Whalen 1990) . The parameters of the calculations are the following: C q =1.0, β u = 1000, s=0.0002, τ =0.0005, α=2.0 and u o = 1. Figure 2 . displays the results of the calculations for different parameters together with the analytic solution. For the upper and lower row the Whalen tensor and the von Neumann-Richtmyer viscosity have been used, respectively. The adaptive calculation with the first order upwind scheme (second column) considerably improves the solution over the Lagrangean limit (β u =0) which exhibits unphysical oscillations behind the shock. The use of the van Leer advection provides superior results (third column). This test clearly demonstrates that the higher order advection scheme is preferable in the adaptive calculation. The results are independent of the choice of the artificial viscosity, in fact the use of the tensor artificial viscosity is not necessary with the adaptive computation even in this problem with strong sphericity.
In Fig. 3 . we present the solutions with an alternate form for the grid density, viz. with ∆R i+ 1 2 in the denominator in Eq. 39. The vNR artificial viscosity is used. The first panel shows the quasi Eulerian result (β u =0). The result with ∆R i+ 1 2 is a little better than the one with ∆M i+ 1 2 , especially at the center, but the difference is insignificant elsewhere. (The glitch near the center is due to the inaccuracies introduced by the steeply varying cell mass in the initial profile which has been constructed with equal ∆R.)
We have to emphasize that solving the total energy equation (Eq. 30) has been crucial in getting a correct solution for the Noh problem. We illustrate this in Figure 4 which shows the results for a calculation in which we now solve the internal energy equation (Eq. 437). It is true that with the adaptive mesh code we still get a sharp shock, but the velocity of the shock front (and thus the density) is very different from the correct values. When we monitor the time-dependence of the energies we notice a small gradual decrease in the global total energy (4.2% at t=0.6). Furthermore, the kinetic energy is too large and correspondingly the internal too small by ≈ 7.3% and 15.6% respectively, whereas with the solution of the total energy equation the discrepancy in kinetic energy is less than 0.5%, i.e. 10 times less. In the Lagrangean limit, of course, the two energy equations yield the same solution to machine accuracy (because of the already mentioned property of the Fraley scheme).
The order of the advection scheme plays a much more important role in the accuracy of the calculations when the internal energy equation is solved, as a comparison of Fig. 2 (top middle and top right) and Fig. 4 (left and middle) shows. This is an indication that the advection errors are much larger for the internal energy equation. An additional reason for the inaccuracies is found in the differencing of the source term (Eq. 37) p∆( A u) which can vary very rapidly throughout the shock. In contrast, the total energy equation contains only flux terms and the corresponding Hugoniot-Rankine equation is automatically satisfied through near-discontinuities.
The middle and right graphs of Figure 4 show that the inaccuracies associated with the solution of the internal energy equation occur for both definitions of mesh density (mass vs. radius).
Sedov Problem
The analytic solution of an intense point explosion in a power-law density gradient with spherical symmetry is given by Sedov (1959) . The motion of the gas is self-similar i.e. the shapes of the pressure, density and velocity profiles remain the same during the explosion. For an ideal gas with γ = 5/3 the distance of the shock front from the center (R s ) is proportional to t 2/3 , and the physical parameters behind the shock are given by the initial value of the pressure, density and shock velocity. For an initial density given by ρ(R) = AR −2 the solution has the form
for radii R less than the radial distance of the shock (R s ). The energy of the explosion appears in these functions only through the location of the shock front (R s ) for a given time.
We choose the explosion energy so that the position of the shock at t=1 is R s =5 (in arbitrary units). Our initial model is constructed by discretizing the exact solution for t=1. Half of the 50 zones are placed below the front. The zones are initially equally spaced in ∆R, but with different spacings below and above the front to get approximately the same zone mass on both sides. We use ∆M in the grid density. The numerical parameters are C q =1.0, β u = 1000, s=0.005, τ =0.003, α=2.0 and u o = 1.
The Lagrangean and adaptive solutions at t=8 are shown in Figure  5 for the van Leer scheme. For comparison only Donor Cell results are also shown. By this time the intense shock, with density ratio 4:1 across the front, has progressed to a density 1/16 times the density at the start of the calculation.
When the initial grid distribution does not satisfy the mesh equation, which is the general situation, transient oscillations appear in the solution. Figure 5 shows that the initial transient leaves a large incorrect permanent scar on the solution when the inaccurate donor cell advection scheme is used. Only when we use the second order scheme are the fluctuations in the velocity minimal, and the position of the shock front is correctly obtained.
As for the Noh problem, we again find it important to solve the total energy equation rather than the internal energy equation. With the use of the internal energy equation, the resulting shock is still sharp, but it lags. For example, at t=8 the position of the front is R s =19.4 instead of the correct value of R s =20. The accumulated error in the total energy reaches 10% for this time. The total kinetic energy which should be constant during the shock propagation is also decreasing at the same rate. It is this underestimation of the kinetic energy that causes the error in the shock position. Table I 
Cepheid Pulsations

Donor Cell
We have selected a model from one of the Cepheid sequences of Moskalik, Buchler and Marom (1992) . We use the OPAL opacities (Iglesias et al. 1992 ) matched with the opacities of Alexander and Ferguson (1994) at low temperatures. The chemical composition is X=0.7, Z=0.02. The computations are performed with 120 mass zones. The static model has been built as follows: equal mass zones inward from the surface; a temperature anchor of 11,000K in the 30th inward zone; the mass of the inner zones increases geometrically up to an inner temperature of T in = 2 × 10 6 K (This is the same type of grid that has been found to give good results in the Lagrangean code, e.g. Moskalik et al. 1992) . This mass distribution also gives the reference grid for the adaptive calculations by setting the values of X i+ 1 2 , as discussed earlier.
With the stellar parameters M =6.5M ⊙ , L=7213L ⊙ and T eff =5404 K the period of the model is ≈ 18 days.
It is notoriously difficult to get rid of long lasting transient oscillations in an adaptive code. We have found the following procedure to be very useful in the case of periodic pulsations (asymptotic limit cycle). A limit cycle solution is first calculated with the relaxation method of Stellingwerf applied to the Lagrangean code (starting from a perturbed static equilibrium model). This pulsating model is then inserted into the adaptive code in its Lagrangean mode, and the adaptive mesh is gradually switched on. More specifically, the β k parameters of the structure function are increased during the first s periods according to r6.tex; 1/02/2008; 4:57; p.16 the following recipe:
and they are then held constant for t > sP . This smooth switching on of the grid parameters transforms the Lagrangean mesh into an adaptive one. Since the grid equation is satisfied at the beginning of the calculation (i.e. in the β k =0, Lagrangean limit) we can evolve the model from Lagrangean to adaptive smoothly by this method and avoid annoying and often very slowly decaying transients. When the advection errors are small (see below) the code converges from a Lagrangean to an adaptive grid limit cycle in several tens of periods. The transition of the grid from Lagrangean to adaptive is shown in Figure 6 for s = 2. The positions of the zones are given by M − M j (j=70-120). The location of the partial ionization region is clearly revealed by the higher grid density which it attracts during the second period of pulsation. The temperature parameter of the structure function is set to β o T =100. For most of the tests we have used β o u =0 (the resolution in temperature is enough to get a smooth variation), but we also have made calculations with β o u =10 and u o = 10 5 cm/s. This results in a sharper shocks, but too large a value of β o u attracts too many points into the shock and away from the partial ionization front, so that the latter loses its sharpness. The given values represent a good compromise between the two tendencies for this number (120) of total mesh points. For the other parameters we have chosen the values s=0.005, τ =0.1 days and α=2.0. The pseudo viscosity in the form of Eq. 43 is used with C q =4 (for some tests C q =1) and α q =0.01.
The spatial switch-over from Lagrangean to adaptive mesh occurs at zone j L . When it is made too far inside the stellar model (small j L ) we experience a numerical instability. This happens whether we solve the total energy equation or the internal energy equation. We note that the same problem has been encountered by Feuchtinger & Dorfi (1994) . The reason ultimately lies in the mesh equation. The global nature of the mesh equation and the mesh motions that occur in the outer zones because of moving physical features (mostly the H ionization front) induce small mesh motions even in the relatively quiescent inner zones. However, because of the large masses of these zones the internal and total energy advection errors can therefore reach the order of the small pulsation energy itself. The indication that the trouble is caused by advection errors can be glimpsed from Table 1 . Here we report results obtained with the use of the internal energy equation (Eq. 37) because this lets us then monitor total energy conservation. We show both the long-term global error ǫ(E tot ), defined as the sum of the errors per cycle of all the zones divided by E t ot, and the amplitude of the error fluctuations during the cycle ǫ A (E tot ) (also normalized by E tot ). (All the errors are below the convergence parameter, 10 −5 , of the internal iterations of the code.) The long term error is indeed seen to be substantially larger with the first order advection scheme. When the first order scheme is used, the variation of the energy error is dominated by the long term trend. The solution to the numerical instability is to make the motion of the inner envelope Lagrangean, as Feuchtinger & Dorfi (1994) have also found. The selection of the location of the switching point j L between adaptive and Lagrangean mesh is important, though, as Table 1 shows. An optimal switch j L should be as far out in the envelope as possible, but above the He II ionization (at T > 5 − 10 × 10 4 K).
Unfortunately no suitable analytical results exist for a stellar pulsator model against which one could check the codes. We therefore have to rely on the robustness of the results with respect to numerical parameters on the one hand, and to the agreement that we can achieve with the observational data. Although it is important that the pulsations should exhibit long term stability (total energy and pulsation energies constant), this, by itself, is not a guarantee that the amplitude of the cycle is in fact correct.
In order to compare the robustness of the computed limit cycle pulsation we display their Fourier parameters, for the radial velocity of the photo-sphere in Table II and for the stellar magnitude in Table III. First we note that the calculations with the new Lagrangean code confirm the results of Moskalik, Buchler and Marom (1992) which, we recall, gave Fourier parameters of the bump Cepheid models that were rather close to the observed values.
Second, it immediately stands out that it is imperative to use a second order scheme for the fluxes, confirming the results of our test examples. We note parenthetically that in a sequence of Cepheid models that we calculated the donor cell fluxes produced results with trends in the amplitude vs. period behavior that were completely wrong, even opposite to those both of the higher order scheme and of the purely Lagrangean scheme. For the models calculated with Donor cell advection scheme, the shifts of amplitudes are even opposite for the two choices of handling the energy.
Third, the Fourier parameters exhibit a reasonable robustness when the spatial switchover from Lagrangean to adaptive mesh occurs in the range j L =40-60. Values of j L =30 give already unsatisfactory results. Note also that when the internal energy (IE) equation is solved the Fourier parameters are more sensitive to j L because of the increased advection errors. This is especially true for the third order radial velocity coefficients R 31 and φ 31 . This again confirms the numerical superiority of the total energy over the internal energy equation.
Fourth, the adaptive code although requiring some pseudo-viscosity, lets one reduce pseudo-viscous dissipation below values that are possible with the Lagrangean code. The increase of the pulsation amplitude with C q clearly shows that this amplitude is largely determined by the artificial viscosity independently of the choice of grid. This again illustrates the well known problem that when we reduce the numerical dissipation below the 'standard' values, the pulsation amplitudes get larger than the observed ones (for a discussion cf. e.g. Kovács 1990 ). It must be considered a lucky coincidence that, since the pioneering work of Christy in the 1960s, the use of the 'standard' vNR pseudoviscosity has yielded pulsation amplitudes in rough agreement with the observed ones. In order to make progress it will be necessary to replace the pseudo-viscous dissipation with the correct physical one, most likely eddy viscosity. It is very likely that the violent shocks induce turbulent motions, especially in the relatively 'soft' (small Γ) partially ionized regions. But to even get a good understanding of where in the star and when in the pulsation phase such turbulent dissipation plays a role, and to get even a crude idea of itsw magnitude, one needs a 3D hydrodynamic simulation.
Finally, we note that the great advantages of the adaptive numerical calculations is the smoothness of the results. In Figure 7 . the temperature variations of the outer 60 shells are shown both for the Lagrangean and for the adaptive results (in both cases as a function of the respective grid indices). The resolution of the spatial temperature structure is clearly superior by the adaptive mesh.
In Fig. 8 we present the fluid velocity variations of different layers of the model (spread out vertically for clarity), both for the Lagrangean and for the adaptive results. The plotted masses have been selected at the values M L 60 , M L 63 , M L 66 . . . M L 120 of the Langrangean model. In order to compare we have had to interpolate the velocities from the adaptive code for these given values of the masses. The adaptive code is seen to provide significantly smoother curves than the Lagrangean The relatively sharp features on some of the velocity curves indicate the position of the hydrogen partial ionization front.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the improvement in the quality of the lightcurve that is obtained with the adaptive mesh.
Conclusion
We have described an adaptive hydrocode which has been specifically developed for stellar pulsation calculations. The code has been tested for shock problems with known analytical solutions. Purposedly, to mimic more realistic calculations in which few mesh points are available for the shock by itself, a relatively coarse mesh has been used. These tests lead to the following conclusions: -The first order schemes (donor cell) do not give satisfactory agreement between the numerical and analytical solution. At least a second order (e.g. van Leer) scheme is necessary. -The solution of the total energy equation is preferable to the use of an internal energy equation because the numerical deterioration of the results due to the advection errors is reduced. -A careful application of the adaptive grid technique can provide superior results for tough shock problems even with a relatively few grid points.
It is of course much easier and much faster to run a Lagrangean code than an adaptive one. In particular, the Stellingwerf Lagrangean relaxation method is very efficient when periodic cycles are to be computed as for classical Cepheids or RR Lyrae. The fact that the adaptive mesh can be switched on smoothly starting from a Lagrangean description is therefore a very useful feature.
We have applied the code to a typical Cepheid model pulsator. The temporal variations of the spatial structure of the temperature are well tracked with the adaptive mesh. This results in much smoother velocity and luminosity curves than can be obtained with the Lagrangean code. 
